This is a collection of songs which have accumulated
over the past couple of years.
It is a mixture of solo outings and
collaborations with others.
(Traditional : arr. James Fraser)
James : Adam Black S-5 acoustic guitar, penny whistle, percussion.
This was played as a contest entry which had to include some children’s
instruments. I included a triangle and rhythm-clapper.

(Music & lyrics : James Fraser)
James : Epiphone Gibson Les Paul Special, Fender Squier Telecaster,
Westfield Precision Bass, Johnson Resonator guitar, Hohner Marine Band
harp, Jamstix.
This was another KVR song for the theme of ‘Love’. I started out about
this wonderful marriage .. But there is only so much you can say!

(Music: Kara, Oren Fisher, MikeT, James
Fraser. Lyrics : Oren Fisher, MikeT.)

Piano/ drums: Kara (France), Guitar/ vocal: Oren (Canada),
Guitar: Wyatt (Oklahoma), Organ/ vocal: Michael (Boston),
Guitar: Mario (NY state) and Bass/ guitar/ vocal: James
(England).
This collaboration from the Kara-Moon Collective is from way back in
July 2009. It was one of the longest running and comprehensive collabs
we have ever achieved over there. The whole thing was kicked off by a

(Music : James Fraser, Ed Manning.
Lyrics : James Fraser, Ed Manning)
Ed Manning (Toronto): vocals. MarioD
(NY State): Lead Guitar. James:
acoustic bass, piano, drums, backing
guitar, vocal.
Yet another K-M Collective effort from
March 2010. This was all developed
from a basic backing track which I had
started off with drums and bass. Ed
wanted to kick around some vocals so
we spun it out from that.

(Music and lyrics : James Fraser)
James : Adam Black S5 acoustic, Adam Black Hydra electric and
Epiphone Les Paul Special, Westfield P-bass, Jamstix.
KVR contest October 2010. Theme was to ‘re-do’ a past song in a
different way. For this I took a song I had done a while back which was
an experiment using all ‘virtual’ instruments. This time round I used all
‘real’ instruments, added lyrics and changed the tempo.

(Music and lyrics : James Fraser)
James : Jedson acoustic guitar, Johnson dobro, Aria bass, mandolin,
harmonica, whiskey jug and spoons all played live.
November 2010 KVR ‘free-for-all’ theme.
I thought I would put out a call to the old OffTheWall Jugband.
It’s been some time since they were all together so we just sat out on
the front porch, with a couple of beers, and cruised through this bitter
little piece about how life had been developing recently.

(Trad: Carolan. Arr; James Fraser)
Lilah Grace Fraser: whistle. James: Adam Black S5
acoustic, Ozark bouzouki.
February 2011 KVR theme: Roots.
I decided to go back to the roots of much of modern
day Irish music by playing a standard Carolan tune.
Luckily my daughter was home at that time and was
able to show me up in the whistle department, giving
us a No.1 spot in the contest.

(Music: James Fraser)
James: Adam Black S5 acoustic.
January 2011 KVR theme ‘In the key of E’
Straight forward instrumental dance tune with just two guitars.

(Music: Will Godfrey)
Will Godfrey: Synths, lead electric guitar. James: bass guitar, Ibanez
electro-acoustic guitar.
My good friend, Will, had recently taken up the guitar to supplement his
fabulous keyboard skills. He sent me the outline of this tune asking for
opinions. I offered to fill things out with the bass line and acoustic
backing. He then let me put an acoustic section in to change the feel of
things a bit.

(Music and lyrics : James Fraser)
James: vocals and all (vst) instruments. Those used were
Jamstix3, Efthimia organ, Kore player upright bass, DVS
saxophone.
Kara-moon review from May 2010 with the theme of New
Beginnings.
With this in mind, and having been low on inspiration, I decided to
‘start over’ with a song which had NO real instruments.
A definite change for me. And a challenge, I must admit. I felt that,
musically, it worked out fine … only let down by a slightly ‘dodgy’
vocal.

(John Lee Hooker. Arr: James Fraser)
James: Epiphone Les Paul Special, foot-stomp.
During the past year or so I have been revisiting some of the old Blues
classics that started me off. This was one of my earliest inspirations.
Purposely recorded in a ‘lo-fi’ style to try and capture the true spirit of
the style.

(Mississippi Fred
McDowell, Arr: James Fraser)
James: 50’s archtop acoustic, foot-stomp.
KVR February 2011 theme of ‘Roots’
inspired me to make this one, while on was
on a roll from the previous blues song.
Memories of a personal meeting with Fred
McDowell, back in the day, helped me to
attempt creating the original style sound.
Recorded once again with minimal
technology.

(Music: Rony Steelandt. Lyrics: James
Fraser.)
Kara: piano, drums. Oren Fisher, bass. MarioD: lead guitar. James:
acoustic guitar, vocal.
Kara-Moon Collective collab from February 2011. As so often happened
our dear friend Kara (Rony) started this off by posting the outline with
piano and drums, inviting others to join in. It was another one of those
magical projects which took on a life of it’s own.
(Music and lyrics: Rony Steelandt and James
Fraser)
Kara: piano, drums. James: acoustic guitar, electric guitar, bass, vocals.
Once again this started off with Rony sending a piano and drum outline
and an idea of the subject matter he had in mind. I expanded on the
lyrical theme and introduced the rest of the instrumentation. This was a
very short, but truly productive, couple of months spent working with
Rony.
(Music and lyrics: Rony Steelandt and James
Fraser)
Kara: piano, drums. Azell: sax (wind controller). James: acoustic guitar,
bass, vocals.
This was another situation where Rony had been doing some piano
exercises and liked the way it sounded. He was interested in whether
there would be much difficulty in making a song with variations of the
tempo, to be shared with other musicians using other systems. It
proved to be a successful experiment and turned into a superb song.
This was one of the last works that we did together.
Rony was stricken by a fatal heart attack in April of 2011.

(Music and Lyrics: James Fraser)
James : Adam Black S5 acoustic guitar, Westfield P-bass,
harmonica, vocals.
KVR March 2011 theme of ‘World in Turmoil’ .. give a solution to a
problem.

In this modern world, which seems to be inspired by
greed, business owners have changed their attitudes
since a couple of centuries ago. At one time expansion
could mean giving a couple of extra jobs to a cousin or
nephew but now it means trying to establish operations in
as many countries as possible. Most companies are
looking at world domination. This, in turn, creates more
need to travel which, in it’s own turn, creates more
consumption of fossil fuels and more deadly pollution.
Hardly anyone is able to work near their homes so have
to commute … more pollution. Big multi-national stores
are now built out of town so we have to travel in order to

(Music and Lyrics: James Fraser)
James : Adam Black S5 acoustic guitar,
vocals.

(Fats Waller. arr : James Fraser)

James : 50’s archtop acoustic guitar, acoustic fretless
bass, mandolin, Johnson dobro, jug and swanee whistle.
KVR April 2011 theme of ‘Comedy song’.
Whilst trawling through some old ‘novelty comedy’ songs I came
across this one.
It’s from the great Fats Waller from 1939, although there have been
many other versions including the wonderful Leon Redbone.
As my piano skills are a bit lacking for something like this I thought I
would draft in the ‘OffTheWall Jug Band’ again to put their inimitable
stamp on things.

(Music and Lyrics: James Fraser)
James : 50’s archtop acoustic guitar, piano, Marine band harp,
Westfield P-bass, Jamstix.
Over at Kara-moon, back in May 2011, we had a theme running of
‘Who we are’.

It made me realise I had been taking some trips down
memory lane recently trying to recapture some of those
old Blues classics that I used to play 'back in the day'.
To that end I began experimenting with 'basic' recordings,
using the old 50's archtop blues guitar and doing all the
recording work with the basic dynamic mic and all in

(Music and Lyrics: James Fraser)
James : Adam Black S5 acoustic guitar, vocals.
The song itself is a commentary on how things seem to be changing
around us.
Here in the UK we had come out of the worst winter in living memory
and jumped straight in to a mini heatwave at completely the wrong time
of year. We were having wild grass fires, which would sometimes
happen in July or August ... and it was only May!

(Music and Lyrics: James Fraser)
James : Squier Telecaster, Epiphone Les Paul, keyboard
playing piano/strings/bass/drums, vocals.
This started as an experiment using MIDI keyboard stuff. A rare
occurrence, for me. It just developed and took on a life of it’s own. A
friend, Thom, on kara-moon forum took it all and added some extra

(Music: James
Fraser)
James : 50’s archtop acoustic
guitar, acoustic fretless bass,
Johnson dobro resonator.
June 2011 KVR theme of
‘glissando’.
Plenty of sliding going on here !

Recorded, mixed and mastered
at:
OffTheWall Studios, South Shields,
England
The tracks on this collection have all
been recorded and mixed on my home
PC using
( from www.cockos.com ).

They have been optimised for download
as 128kbps at 44.1 kHz ; MP3 files.

These songs are all just part of my
ongoing learning curve and is my third
collection in this progressive series. I
hope the listener can hear some form of
improvement across the three albums.
Further information can be found at
where there is also a contact page if
anyone wishes me to elaborate on methods
or equipment used, or would like copies of
song lyrics.
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